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Abstract

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a popular optimization
technique for solving objective functions and an algorithm to
simulate the movement of flocks of birds toward foods. In this
study, we propose an improved PSO algorithm; PSO contain-
ing shared velocity using plural swarms (PPSOV). Each parti-
cle of PPSOV belongs to one of plural swarms. Each particle
belonging to each swarm shares a velocity with other parti-
cles in same swarm. We evaluate the performance of PPSOV
by using four optimization functions and confirm that PPSOV
obtain the best results among four PSOs.

1. Introduction

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [1] is a popular opti-
mization technique for solving objective functions and is al-
gorithm to simulate the movement of flocks of birds toward
foods. Due to its simple concept, easy implementation and
quick convergence, PSO has attracted attentions and has been
widely applied to different fields in recent years. Further-
more, PSO has demonstrated great performances for many
optimization problems.

However, quick convergence often leads to a local opti-
mum problem. It is important for multimodal functions with
a lot of local optima to compromise between the quick con-
vergence and being trapped in a local optimum. In order to es-
cape from such local optima and to avoid the premature con-
vergence, the search for a global optimum should be diverse.
Many researchers have improved the performance of PSO by
enhancing its ability with more diverse search [2][3]. In par-
ticular, some researchers have proposed the PSO method us-
ing plural swarms whose particles exchange their information
among particles belong each swarm [4][5]. In real world, a
bird becomes a flock that matched the speed and flies.
From this idea, we studied the improved PSO algorithm that
using shared velocity (PSOV) [6]. The important feature of

PSOV is that each particle of PSOV shares the same velocity
(called shared velocity) that represented the average velocity
of all the particles. Therefore, the velocity of each particle
influence the other particle velocity, each other. The study
showed that the shared velocity is effective for the optimiza-
tions using PSO.

In this study, we propose an improved PSO algorithm; PSO
containing plural swarms using shared velocity (PPSOV).
The important features of PPSOV are follows. PPSOV con-
sists of plural swarms. The number of particles of each swarm
is all the same.

A mean velocity called “shared velocity” is calculate for
every swarm, and the each particle shares the shared velocity
with all the particles in the swarm. Thus, each swarm has the
different shared velocity from other swarm. At every genera-
tion, the shared velocity of each swarm is updated depending
on the velocity of the particles belonging to each swarm.

We explain the algorithm of PPSOV in detail in Section2.
In Section3, we perform basic numerical experiments by us-
ing four algorithm methods of PPSOV and other PSOs. From
these results, we confirm that the mean values of PPSOV are
the best among four PSOs, therefore, we can confirm that
PPSOV algorithm is more effective than the standard PSO.

2. PPSOV

The standard PSO consists ofM particles. Each particles
has two information; position and velocity. The position vec-
tor of each particlei and its velocity vector are represented
by Xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD) andV i = (vi1, vi2, . . . , viD), respec-
tively, where (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) andxid ∈ [xmin, xmax].

In this study, we propose the PSO containing plural swarms
using shared velocity (PPSOV). PPSOV consists of not only
uni-swarm but plural swarms. The number of swarms isK,
and each swarm is denoted bySk (k = 1,2, · · · ,K). Each par-
ticle of PPSOV is sorted into one of swarms, and the number
of particles in one swarm isM/K. The particles belonging
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Figure 1:Landscape of four bench marks forD = 2. (a) Sphere function. (b) Rosenbrock’s function. (c) Rastrigin’s function.
(d) Griewank’s function with full definition range. (e) Inner area of Griewank’s function.

to each swarm share same velocity (called “shared velocity”)
with other particles in the swarm.

[PPSOV1] (Initialization) Let a generation stept = 0. Ran-
domly initialize the positionXi and its velocityV i for all par-
ticles i and initializePi with a copy ofXi .

[PPSOV2] Evaluate the current costf (Xi). Update the per-
sonal best positionpbestPi = (pi1, pi2, ..., piD) for each parti-
cle i and the global best positiongbestPg = (pg1, pg2, ..., pgD )
among all the particles.

[PPSOV3] Let Psk = (psk1, psk2, · · · , pskD) represents the
swarm best position with the best cost among the particles
belonging to the swarmSk so far (calledsbest). UpdatePsk

for each swarmSk if needed.

sk = arg min
i
{ f (Xi)}, i ∈ Sk. (1)

[PPSOV4] UpdatedV i and Xi of each particlei depending
on itspbest, its swarm bestsbestandgbest;

vid(t + 1) =wkvid + c1r1 {pid − xid(t)}
+ c2r2

{
pskd − xid(t)

}
+ c3r3{pgd − xid(t)},

(2)

wherer1, r2 andr3 are three random variables distributed uni-
formly on [0,1], w is an inertia weight of all particles, andc1,

c2 andc3 are positive acceleration coefficients.

[PPSOV5] All the particles in each swarmSk shares the
shared velocityVsk = (vsk1

, vsk2
, ..., vskD

). Vsk is defined as
the average velocity of all the particles belonging toSk;

vskd =
1

M/K

M/K∑
i=1

vid, i ∈ Sk. (3)

[PPSOV6] UpdateXi depending on itsVs andV i ;

xid(t + 1) = xid(t) + cvvskd(t + 1)+ vid(t + 1), (4)

wherecv is the shared velocity coefficients in each swarmSk.
[PPSOV7] Let t = t + 1. Go back to [PPSOV2], and repeat
until t = T.

3. Numerical Experiments

In order to confirm the performance of PPSOV algorithm,
we carry out basic numerical experiments. The goal is to
find the optimum (minimum) value off (x). Referring to [2],
we use the following four benchmark functions as shown in
Fig. 1.
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Table 1:Comparison results PSO, PPSO, PSOV and PPSOV on test functions withD = 60.
f PSO PPSO PSOV PPSOV

f1
Avg. 15.73 12.49 9.83 6.43
Min. 3.69E-06 1.77 2.43E-16 4.69E-01
Max. 32.77 55.43 19.66 12.47

f2
Avg. 286.10 313.17 133.00 120.62
Min. 154.16 206.45 53.71 74.32
Max. 554.93 498.25 228.46 249.20

f3
Avg. 275.52 361.62 267.81 210.68
Min. 157.17 197.06 196.28 2.51
Max. 380.32 686.85 396.83 420.59

f4
Avg. 81.79 11.84 56.89 11.68
Min. 22.99 3.71E-02 2.01E-06 0
Max. 181.00 73.31 136.00 38.86

1. Sphere function:

f1(x) =
D∑

d=1

x2
d, (5)

wherex ∈ [−2.048,2.047]D and the optimum solutionx∗ are
all [0,0, . . . , 0].

2. Rosenbrock’s function:

f2(x) =
D−1∑
d=1

(100(x2
d − xd+1)2 + (1− xd)2), (6)

wherex ∈ [−2.048,2.047]D and the optimum solutionx∗ are
all [1,1, . . . , 1].

3. Rastrigin’s function:

f3(x) =
D∑

d=1

(x2
d − 5 cos(2πxd) + 5), (7)

wherex ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]D and the optimum solutionx∗ are all
[0,0, . . . , 0].

4. Griewank’s function:

f4(x) =
D∑

d=1

x2
d

4000
+

D∏
d=1

cos(
xd√

d
) + 1, (8)

wherex ∈ [−600,600]D and the optimum solutionx∗ are all
[0,0, . . . , 0].

The optimum function valuesf (x∗) of all functions are 0.f1
and f2 are unimodal functions, andf3 and f4 are multimodal
functions with numerous local minima. All the functions have
D variables, in this study,D is set to 60. We compare the pro-
posed PPSOV to three PSOs; the standard PSO, PPSO and

PSOV. PPSO does not have the shared velocity but also have
the plural swarms. Therefore, PSOV have the shared velocity
but also have only the one swarm. The population sizeM is
set to 60 in PSO and PSOV. PPSO and PPSOV haveK = 6
swarms, and each swarm contains 10 particles, i.e.M = 60.
The inertia weight is fixed asw = 0.6. For PSO and PSOV, the
acceleration coefficients are set asc1 = c3 = 1.8 andc2 = 0.
For PPSO and PPSOV, the acceleration coefficients are set as
c1 = 1.8, c2 = 1.6 andc3 = 0.2. For PSOV and PPSOV, the
shared velocity coefficients is set ascv = 0.3 is used in the fol-
lowing simulation. We carry out the simulation 30 times for
all the optimization functions with 2000 generations, namely
T = 2000.

The performances with minimum, maximum and mean
function values on four functions are listed in Table1. We
can see that the PPSOV can obtain the best mean values for
all the test functions. Furthermore, forf4, the minimum value
of PPSOV is 0, therefore, only PPSOV was able to find the
optimum function value. Figure2 shows the meangbestval-
ues of every generation over 30 runs for four test functions.
From these results, we can see that the convergence of PPSO
and PPSOV are quickly. Furthermore, the convergence of
PSOV is not quickly. However, the values decline steadily.
Therefore, we can investigated that the plural swarms prompt
the quick search, and the shared velocity prompt the bust out
from local optima.

From these results, we can say that PPSOV is the effective
algorithm which has the advantage of the plural swarms and
shared velocity.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have proposed the new PSO algo-
rithm, PSO containing plural swarms using shared veloc-
ity (PPSOV). PPSOV consists of not uni-swarm but plural
swarms. Each particle of PPSOV belongs to one of plural
swarms. The particles belonging to each swarm share the ve-
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Figure 2: Meangbestvalue of every generation for 60-dimensional four functions. (a) Sphere function. (b) Rosenbrock’s
function. (c) Rastrigin’s function. (d) Griewank’s function.

locity (called “shared velocity”) with other particles in the
swarm. We have investigated behavior of PPSOV with the
simulation and have confirmed the efficiency of PPSOV.
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